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We look forward to your feedback 
and ideas: 

Please send your response to redaktion@
globetrotter-magazin.de.

>>

Your wish: A voucher is always a 
good idea.

Clever: Multitool for the outdoor 
juniors

Beautiful: Shopping bag, environ-
mentally friendly and functional

ELEVATE YOUR FITNESS
ON ANY TRAIL YOU CHOOSE

KEENFOOTWEAR.COM/TRAILFIT-EU

TERRADORA MID
WATERPROOF

FITNESS FITNESS 
WITH A WITH A 
BETTER BETTER 
VIEW.VIEW.
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EDITORIAL 

W I N T E R

I S S U E

The sensible present is on the wish list, 
is dutifully purchased and handed over. 
Okay, it might not be very creative, but it is 
perfect for certain circumstances (wedding, 
first trekking tour, world trip).

The irrational present: We all know 
what it is – we sneak secretly around the 
object of desire, would just love to have it, 
but hold back for reasons of rationality. We 
do not really need it… And then – tataa! 
– we receive precisely the item we were 
longing for. It could not be any better. So, 
keep an eye on your dear ones when they 
are secretly sneaking around. Classics: The 
noble floor pump for the bicycle, shirts or 
hats bearing the logo of the favourite 
brand; the extra-warm sleeping bag for the 
lady; another Leatherman for the gent. Oh, 
you did not need it – true, but that is the 
reason we are so happy.

The clever gift: Socks for Christmas? 
Ehm… great. Oh, those are special hiking 
socks made of a merino-polyester-mix? 
With differing warmth and cushioning are-
as? They will make my blisters history? 
Thank you! Thank you!!

The gift with the voucher: Research 
carried out on the act of giving suggests 
that one person out of three likes to give a 

The art of giving

voucher. Whether it is home-made or a no-
ble shopping voucher, it is always a good 
idea. My tip: Upgrade your voucher with a 
creative extra, a  present in advance. For 
example, cool ski goggles goes well with a 
“Voucher for a sledding day”. Or a camping 
lantern or tent peg with a “Voucher for a 
new tent.”

The activation gift: Even people who like 
to travel and like to be outside need a little 
motivation from time to time. A travel 
guide for Corsica? “Let’s go there together 
next year!” Or an outdoor photo calendar 
– “You make a cross at the destination, and 
I will organise the trip…”

Give vent to your dreams. Have wonderful 
holidays,

The perfect gift needs to be neither expensive nor 
outlandish. It needs to inspire, to spur into action 
– or simply give great pleasure.

Klaus is a specialist  seasonal advisor to 
Globetrotter. He appears a few times in this 

issue – and you will meet him in stores 
and online in the weeks before 

Christmas.



FOREVER
WARM

FOREVER
DRY

FOREVER 
NATURE

w w w . f j a l l r a v e n . d e

von tobenden Stürmen im Gebirge bis hin 
zu der sanften Stille schneebedeckter Wälder – 
wir freuen uns über alles, was die Natur uns zu 
bieten hat. Wir möchten sie nicht bezwingen, 
sondern sie genießen und wertschätzen. Darum 
entwickeln wir Produkte für ein Leben in 
der Natur. 
 Unsere Kleidungsstücke halten dich das 
ganze Jahr hindurch warm und trocken. Egal, 
wer du bist oder wohin du gehst: Wir bieten dir 
strapazierfähige und funktionale Ausrüstung, 
die im Einklang mit der Natur produziert wird.



WE ARE SO FREE 
Visiting the Dalai Lama with a water cannon? 
Paddling around Canada on a raft? For sure! 

Mario Goldstein keeps rediscovering life and 
the world. It is contagious. 

Interview
Stephan Glocker

Photos
Mario Goldstein

Ramona Goldstein
Patrick Schilbach

Bering Sea, here we come: 
63 days on the Yukon. 
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Mario, you sailed around the world for 
seven years, visited the Dalai Lama on a 
peace trip with a water cannon, and lately 

you crossed America from Newfoundland to the 
Bering Sea. Is your wanderlust the result of your 
time in jail in the GDR?
Mario Goldstein: It is the other way around, I went to jail 
because of my desire for freedom. We lived close to the 
German-German boarder, watched West German TV 
– “Dallas” was the best – and I was constantly aware of 
what was not allowed. When you live under such abso-
lutism and there is no end in sight, you need to take 
freedom in your own hands. I talked about that when I 
was 15, the Stasi must have got to hear about it – and 
put me in jail for ten weeks, probably to knock the non-
sense out of me. 

Did the deterrent work?
At the beginning, yes, it scared me. My fear, however, 
turned into the realisation that I still wanted to get out 
and needed to think about how. When I was 18, I applied 
to leave the GDR. They kept me waiting, and then they 
announced: “Mr. Goldstein, you will never leave this 
place!” And I thought: Well, we will see.

Fleeing from the GDR?
The attempt. I was aware of part of the Czech–Austrian 
boarder with no minefields or spring guns. Instead, I 
touched a signal wire and the soldiers caught me just 
before the Austrian boarder. You do not keep running 
with a Kalashnikov in your back. They flew me from 
Prague to Berlin. That was my first flight: in handcuffs, 
but in a window seat.

And then back to jail?
Stasi custody, two and a half months of interrogation, 
the whole rigmarole. It ended with two years imprison-
ment. After six months, the FRG ransomed me and I 
went to West Germany. Only shortly afterwards, the wall 
came down. I initially swore – if I had waited one and a 
half years, I could have saved all that trouble. Of course, 
it was great though. I had left everything behind, family 
and friends. 

“We did not really know what wilderness 
means. I was also apprehensive of  
animals, the vastness and nature.”

Across North 
America with a 
converted water 
cannon vehicle to 
Dawson (bottom 
left), and then by 
raft to the Bering 
Sea. 

>>
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MARIO GOLDSTEIN 

L I V E  A T  

G L O B E T R O T T E R

23.11.17 FRANKFURT

24.11.17  STUTTGART

29.11.17 
COLOGNE 

30.11.17  HAMBURG

08.02.18 
BERLIN

09.02.18 
DRESDEN

05.03.18 
MUNICH



Did you start travelling once you were free?
First, I wanted to earn a lot of money and become a 
millionaire – I might have watched too much “Dallas”. 
After three weeks in West Germany, I had a job – as a 
driver. It was an old dream of mine to become a truck 
driver, I only drove around Stuttgart though. I quickly 
realised that my boss earned much more than his drivers. 
So I returned to East Germany and became self-em-
ployed specialising in insurance policies.

You learned to be a bricklayer in the GDR. How 
did everything work out as an entrepreneur?
It did not work out at all initially. After three years, I was 
broke. Looking back, it was not too bad, the insurance 
business was an interesting experience and I learned a 
lot at the training courses. After the low point, I started 
again – more carefully and cautiously – and then I was 
successful. First I won over an advertising agent, later  a 
printer and a building business. Selling window cleaning 
devices was the most profitable however. The building 
business shut down after a while, the printer still exists. 

I now see that period as an entrepreneur in a different 
light, but it was a good base for my next life.

You mean you saved up enough money?
At least some basic starting capital. Much more impor-
tant was the realisation that such great business connec-
tions only function as long as you are successful. When 
the building business started struggling, nothing count-
ed any more. That was the crucial experience – I started 
thinking. I noticed that I could not change anything by 
shutting down my company. I wanted to make complete-
ly new experiences. I dreamed about sailing, a new 
yearning. First, it was the west, and then it was freedom 
on the wide open sea. I did not have money for a boat 
but I found an American woman who was willing to put 
some money into an old catamaran. I went travelling 
with that boat for the next seven years.

It sounds so easy for you to let old things go and 
start new ones…
I grew up under ordinary circumstances, but always with 
lots of love from my mother and from my grandfather, 
who basically took on a fatherly role after my parents 
got divorced. We did not have much money but a lot of 
love – I always liked that. So when I notice that my emo-
tions are drifting away from what I am doing, I can eas-
ily let go of everything. Material  things – the house, the 
job – are often just an excuse, you need to realise that. 
My time as an entrepreneur was –  when you think of it 
– the wrong track for me to take, but it was necessary. 
Another important experience is letting go of a re-

“Little money but 
lots of love –  
I liked that.” 

Always amongst the people: a Native American 
prepares salmon to dry. 

>>

A photo stop in the 
middle of the highway? 

No problem in the 
north of Canada.
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www.tamron.de
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lationship. My first wife did not warm to the idea of 
sailing. In the end, we broke up.

You spent seven years on all oceans. What's para-
dise?
A “Good Life” – that is also the name of our boat. Over 
a long time I was very happy with my new girlfriend 
Yvonne and later on, with our daughter. At one point 
though, even a catamaran becomes a bit small and we 
wanted a change. We tried the country life in Brasil, in 
the Caribbean and Mallorca. There, I wanted to offer 
sailing tours but that was not so easy as the market was 
already rigorously carved out. Yvonne started thinking 
about returning to Germany.

Time for a big cut again?
Exactly. Our idea was to enjoy the remaining months 
where we were, sell the boat, return to Germany and 
earn money with presentations. Another business I had 
no idea of. But we came up with the presentation “5 
years – 5 seas” which is still running.

Was it not a difficult move from the sea to the 
mainland?
We're back to the subject of letting go. It just felt right 
and when you have new plans in your head, old stuff is 
just in your way. That's how I came up with the water 
cannon.

Water cannon – like at Stuttgart 21?
I need to explain. I read a lot about Buddhism and the 
Dalai Lama. I wanted to visit him – it was just another 
of those ideas. While looking for the right vehicle – four 
wheel drive, a lot of room and affordable – I found a 
water cannon vehicle online. It was love at first sight: 
We wanted to go on a peace mission with what was once 
a battle vehicle. 

What did Dalai Lama have to say about that?
(laughs) He had no idea what was headed his way. I 
made a proper project out of it all and collected around 
1,000 messages of peace – pupils, adults – who all wrote 
down their wishes and ideas for the Dalai Lama. 
Everything went into the Book of Peace, a four-volume 
book which I gave to the Dalai Lama personally in his 
Indian residence at the end of the 12,000 kilometre long 
journey. The Dalai Lama also had a message for us.

I have told this story in a film, a presentation and a book 
– with a personal introduction by Dalai Lama. It all 
worked well and I had a whole lot of fun. 

Soon, you will be touring through the Globetrot-
ter stores with an even bigger journey: across 
North America, from Newfoundland to the 
Bering Sea. Did you travel in a water cannon 
vehicle again?
Of course – we shipped it to Newfoundland and travelled 
for six months from Dawson City in Yukon over a dis-

“The Stasi put me in jail for ten weeks 
when I was 15. Probably to knock the 

nonsense out of me.” 

Great freedom after prison and work:  
Mario lived on the catamaran for seven years.  

tance of 12,000 kilometres. We built a raft 
for the second stage: 3,000 kilometres 
along the Yukon River to the Bering Sea.
The presentation is called “Sehnsucht 
Wildnis” – yearning for the wilderness. 
The  name fits well, because my current 
wife Ramona and I started out as green-
horns. Although I have sailed around the 
world and driven all the way to India, I 
had no experience of the far north. That 
is part of the adventure. So we just set off 
at Cape Spear, the most easterly point in 
North America. I thought thousands of 
icebergs would be floating around the At-
lantic, but we had to travel far out with 
our boat to see some. At the same time, 
we had an encounter with a humpback 
whale – my first whale, even though I had 
been at sea for seven years.

Newfoundland, Labrador, Manitoba 
are not on the list of many travellers 
going to Canada. What did you ex-
pect in no-man's-land?
We did not really know what wilderness 
really meant. I was also a little apprehen-
sive of wild animals, the vastness, the 
loneliness and the incredible power of 
nature. It worried us. We met hermits and 
visited people like Mike McIntosh who has 
18 brown bears. 
You learn and experience the most when 
you come into contact with people on 
your travels. After 1,500 kilometres, I 
complained that – in the country of elks 
– I had not yet seen a single elk. A local 
was so amused that he travelled with us 
for a bit and in no time at all he pointed 
out  eight elks. Not directly on the road-
side but only a little way into the bush. So 
we moved into the wilderness step by step. 
Later on, elks and one or two bears were 
a common sight every day. We talked to 
experts on wolves, went off with American 
Natives stalking buffalo and visited a bear 
station. And so things just happened, all 
across Canada. >>
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Were you ready for the big Yukon River adven-
ture when you arrived in Dawson City?
The old gold mining town of Dawson City was where 
we wanted to meet the German dropout Holger 
Haustein. He used to do ski jumping with Jens 
Weißflog, is now know as Driftwood Holly and lives in 
the bush. Lots of dropouts and hedonists live in the 
Yukon territory, it's worth a visit for that reason alone.
We didn't come up with the idea of paddling down the 
Yukon until we were in Dawson. We saw people sailing 
down the river. So it clicked again. Winter was 
approaching though. So we decided to return the 
following year and do the complete Yukon. Not just 
the usual stretch of water from Whitehorse to Dawson 
but the whole route through Alaska to the Bering Sea 
– where you can almost see all the way to Russia.

3,000 kilometres on a raft through Canada and 
Alaska is a bit more challenging than a road trip 
with a water cannon vehicle…
Exactly. Independent and always in the middle of it all 
– the wilderness, storms, bears. Looking back, the trip 
with the water cannon vehicle basically served as a  
training trip. That's just how things often come together 
on such journeys. 

Did you have experience in designing a raft?
No. But after a long time doing online research, I found 
Chris who knows the Yukon very well, and who has built 
a raft before. He gave me lots of tips and important >>

  

I TAKE 
WITH ME

EQUIPMENT FOR THE NEXT 
WILDERNESS TOUR

26.18.45 74,95 €

(1) Axe

20.02.45 16,95 €

(4) Waterproof packsack

27.21.29 89,95 €

(5) Big tarp

25.54.40 37,95 €

(6) Outdoor knife

28.63.31 59,95 €
(8) Map compass

10.66.95 99,95 €

(2) Multitool

22.14.56 29,95 €

(7) Outdoor saw

10.91.76 79,95 €

(3) Waterproof travel bag

More equipment for your next wild-
ness tour on www.globetrotter.de>>

(1) A must when on the river: a handy axe for 
fire wood,  to chop through obstacles or make 
repairs to the raft – like the Hultafors Classic 
Trekkingbeil.
  
(2) Always at my side: the Leatherman Wave, the 
miniature tool box. The missing corkscrew is no 
problem in America – they only have screw tops ;-)

(3) Wardrobe on board (also in the plane): The 
Ortlieb Rack-Pack can hold lots of luggage, it is 
sturdy and waterproof. 

(4) The Rack Pack's handy relative. Waterproof 
bags like the Ortlieb Packsack PD350 also keep 
the smell inside: At night, you can put food and 
cosmetics inside, hang it up on a rope between 
two trees – and the bears will not notice.

(5)  No trip into the wilderness without a tarp. 
With the FRILUFTS CALLAN TARP, you have a dry 
shelter for breaks or bivouacs in no time at all. It 
can also be used to provide sun protection or as a 
sail - don't forget the guy lines.

(6) Morakniv Bushcraft is not only a superb 
all-round knife but is also safe with wet hands.

(7) With three different blades, the Outdoor 
Edge Pack Saw cuts through metal, wood and 
bones.

(8) Never without my compass! The Swedish 
Silva Expedition is state of the art.

As a round-the-world yachtsman, water cannon 
vehicle mechanic and wildness raft builder, Mario 
Goldstein knows the value of a good tool.

 “There are heaps 
of hedonists in the 
Yukon region, that 
fact alone makes 

the journey 
worthwhile.”  

Not only the animals are wild in the Yukon region. Behav-
iour might be a bit rough in the bush, but always sincere.

Training with the locals: 
Mario travelled with 

Native Americans, 
visited bear experts and 

adventurers.
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materials. At Lake Laberge in Whitehorse, we built the 
raft within three weeks. Then we set off. On the first 
stretch to Dawson City there are many little towns along 
the Yukon where you can buy more supplies or drink a 
beer. That was perfect to get used to the swing of things. 

How was life on board?
Mostly very relaxed. There was just the three of us: Ra-
mona, Patrick – a friend from Germany – and me. And 
the dog. Once we also took somebody else on board: a 
dropout who was stranded on an island and had been 
waiting for help for two days.
We had a 15 horsepower outboard motor on board but 
often we just drifted and enjoyed the monumental na-
ture. At night, we tethered the raft to the river bank. 
Mike, the bear expert, had told us that bears would not 
go near moving objects and that they would probably 
not climb onto a raft. I will never know if that is true but 
I felt reasonably safe – and we did not get any unexpect-
ed visitors.

Was the raft comfortable?
Yes, indeed. We had a canopy which protected us from 
sun and rain. It got bent a bit but it worked. We also had 
a canoe to use for photographing and filming, and we 
could store a lot of equipment in it. Only a heater was 
missing. We tried to heat the raft with gas once, but it 
did not work. We only had three cartridges for cooking. 
When they were empty, American Natives gave us two 
full ones. I really love such gestures when travelling. 

There were no problems on the river? 
Not really with the wilderness, and my river navigation 
profited from my time as a sailor. The GPS track from 
Chris was very handy, especially in the Yukon Flats – the 
river branches out into a system 400 kilometres long and 
30 kilometres wide. There is no official main waterway. 
Sometimes, we stood on the roof only to see which way 
we could go next.
Of course, we also had a little crisis. Ramona wanted to 
continue drifting slowly through nature, but I wanted to 
speed up a bit so we could complete the trip before win-
ter came. If you do not arrive, you might have a story but 
not a happy end. And when you start something like this, 
you also want to finish it. So we sat together and came 
to a compromise.

Are you going to tell us the end?
(laughs) Sure. The closer we got to the Bering Sea, the 
more difficult it became. Sometimes we had to wait for 
storms to pass. There were problems with the en- >>

The Five Finger 
Rapids are one of 
the key sections of 
the 3,000 kilo-
metre long Yukon 
river trip.

The dream of the 
vast expanse. You 

only need to set 
off and live your 

dream. 

“We built the raft within 
three weeks. Then we set 

off.”
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Heavyweight Merino Wool 
Multifunctional Headwear

Heavyweight Merino Wool Mütze und 
Neckwarmer für ein angenehmes 

Tragegefühl bei kühlen Wetterbedingungen. 
Diese natürliche, einzigartige Faser ist 
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& Heavyweight Merino Wool BUFF®.

HEAVY
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Buff Germany 



Presentations at Globetrotter
In the following months, Mario 
Goldstein is touring through the 
Globetrotter stores with “Sehnsucht 
Wildnis”. Find further presentations and 
all the dates on www.mario-goldstein.
de 

Freiträumer events
Mario organises presentation days and 
festivals in his home city of Plauen. Next 
dates: 19.11., 26.11., 11.3.18 
(Chemnitz), 23.-25.3.18. Info: www.
freitraeumer-festival.de

Films & books
On www.mario-goldstein.de, you can 
get the DVDs on his projects and the 

book “Der Freiträumer” in which Mario 
tells his life story.

Book about the tour in April 2018
In April 2018, Knesebeck Verlag will 
publish “Sehnsucht Wildnis”, the book 
all about the North America crossing.

MORE ABOUT MARIO GOLDSTEIN

gine. We stranded on sandbanks. But on the 3rd of Sep-
tember, we arrived at the Bering Sea. I will never forget 
the last night, protected from the wind in a small arm of 
the river: we shared the last beer and watched the glim-
mering northern lights in the sky. It was like a goodbye 
ceremony. 

What happened with the raft?
We put it on stilts in a little town near the source and 
gave it away. It is now probably some kind of children’s 
playground.

What's your conclusion on “Sehnsucht Wildnis”?
You can fulfil your dreams. We did. And others can do it 
too. That is the message.

Mario, we are doing this interview in your office 
in Plauen. With your company Freiträumer, you 
organise festivals, events and presentations, also 
for other people like Willi Wetzel and Markus 
Lanz. Have you now arrived home after your 
years of travelling?
The prison they put me in when I was 15 is just around 
the corner, only one hundred metres away. It has been 
converted into a vocational college. So you could say that 
we've come full circle  – in a good way. And my next 
project will also be about my homeland and my person-
al story: About the old inner-German border strip – and 
about freedom.

Mario went to India before his 
North America crossing – to visit 

the Dalai Lama.

<<
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R I C H M O N D

J A C K E T
leichtgewichtige Daune / 
warme Wattierung / wind-
dicht / verstärkte Schultern 

ENTDECKEN

Outdoor Performance mit Style.
jack-wolfskin.com

beg i n n t  h i e r
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MOUNTAIN BOOTS 
HANDCRAFTED WITH PASSION
BORN IN BAVARIA – WORN AROUND THE WORLD

Hanwag Anvik GTX®

Multifunktion für kalte Wintertage. Moderner Winterschuh aus hochwertigen 

Materialien mit neuer MICHELIN® V-ROUGH Sohlentechnologie für lange 

Waldspaziergänge und den urbanen Wintereinsatz.

ECHTE HANDARBEIT AUS EUROPA
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POWERED BY MICHELIN® TECHNICAL SOLES
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Text 
Julian Rohn

Photos 
Stefan Forster

Stefan Forster, 31,  is already one of the top 
landscape photographers. The aerial photo-
graphs which the Swiss native captures with 

drones are especially spectacular.

H I G H 
F L Y E R

Cloudy atmosphere over 
Vatnajökull glacier, Iceland.
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Clouds and bad weather make 
pictures fascinating. You will seldom 

find a classic blue sky in 
Stefan Forster’s photos.

Lake Langisjór in the 
uplands of Iceland. 

Wintry Schwägalp in 
Switzerland

The right dimensions 
thanks to the drone: 
An iceberg in South 

West Greenland. 
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Only a drone can travel across 
the icefall of Vatnajökull, 
Iceland’s largest glacier. 

Disco light at Disco 
Bay on the west coast 

of Greenland. 

A drone can fly lower than 
a helicopter. That's how the 

aerial photographs gain 
more depth. 
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hen Stefan Forster starts his 
photo drone, he is on the 

look-out for a view somewhere between 
heaven and earth. He wants to take pictures 
which would be impossible from a helicopter 
or small plane. Classic aerial photography 
takes you up to a high of at least 150 to 300 
metres. Stefan's drone, however, can fly 
around cloud-covered mountain chains or 
across crevasses – places where neither 
mountaineers nor helicopters can go. 
The 31-year-old from Wil in St. Gallen has 
always been prepared to adopt a new ap-
proach with modern technology, and was 
therefore able to make a name for himself in 
the highly competitive field of nature pho-
tography at an early age. The introduction to 
his only recently published photography 
book was written by the photography legend 
Art Wolfe. An accolade.
You will rarely find a classic blue sky amongst 
Stefan’s photos. He has always tended to pre-
fer clouds, thunder storms and natural phe-
nomenons. The first photo he sold featured 
ball lightning he captured with his father’s 
camera. From the proceeds earned, he 
bought his own camera and went out looking 
for the wilderness. At the age of 18, he hiked 
190 kilometres alone through the southern 
uplands of Iceland. His backpack contained 
his camera and equipment, tent and food – 

and initially weighed 36 kilograms. More 
trips to the most beautiful places on earth 
followed – sometimes with a kayak, some-
times on foot, sometimes travelling by jeep. 
Today, his portfolio features every continent.
Stefan bought his first photo drone in 2013. 
Back then it was a self-build kit which he had 
to trust to carry his expensive single-lens re-
flex camera. It had eight engines and 
weighed 15 kilograms. And the battery and 
transport suitcase amounted to 20 kilograms 
on top. You could only fly the monster near 
the car. It needed a 4,000 watt petrol gener-
ator to charge the batteries. Quite a logistical 
challenge. Nowadays, photo drones are so 
small that he can simply fasten them on a 

Stefan Forster is also an outstanding 
landscape photographer without drones, 
as his photography book “Chasing Light” 
proves. On 224 pages in high-quality 
offset print, Stefan showcases his 
impressive portfolio of motives from 
Alaska to Antarctica and from Argentina to 
Tibet (29.59.29, 39.90 €). 

Stefan offers photo courses in his 
hometown of Wil in Switzerland as 
well as photography excursions for 
ambitious nature photographers – for 
example to Iceland, Greenland, 
Alaska, Canada, Namibia, Scotland 
and Norway.
Information: www.photocube.ch.

WATCH AND LEARN

normal camera backpack. At the moment, 
Stefan is working with a Phantom 4 Pro 
which has an integrated camera. 
As beautiful as drone pictures are, Stefan will 
probably soon be taking photos from the 
ground again. There are ever more restric-
tions on flying, and unfortunately, not all 
pilots stick to the rules. “I hope  there will 
soon be common regulations in place which 
require licensing so that I can keep working 
as I am a while longer,” says Stefan. At a 
school for photography, he is already provid-
ing training in the proper use of the un-
manned flying devices. He lives according to 
his own rule book: “I only fly where nobody 
can see or hear me.”

seatosummit.com

DAS ERSTE VENTIL, DAS SPEZIELL FÜR 
SELBSTAUFBLASENDE SCHLAFMATTEN 
ENTWICKELT WURDE 
Mit Hilfe dieses Ventils kann die Schlafmatte 
schnell so klein wie möglich aufgerollt 
werden, ohne dass sie währenddessen  
wieder Luft aufnimmt

OBERFLÄCHENMATERIAL
Die ultra-weiche 30D Stretch-Oberfläche 
fühlt sich angenehm auf der Haut an

DELTA CORE
Dreieckige, vertikale Ausstampfungen 
reduzieren Gewicht und Volumen während 
die Wärme entlang der gesamten Matte 
erhalten wird 

Dicker, leichter und einfachere Nutzung – Unsere selbstaufblasende Schlafmatten ergänzen 
unsere preisgekrönten Air Sprung CellTM Matten und bieten Outdoor-Abenteurern eine noch 
komfortablere Schlaferfahrung. 

Vom ultraleichten Backpacker, der jedes Gramm sparen will, bis hin zum Car Camper  
oder Mini Van Fahrer, der auf Luxus mehr Wert legt als auf Gewicht, unser erweitertes 
Schlafmatten Portfolio macht aus jedem einen Happy Camper.

SELBSTAUFBLASENDE 

SCHLAF 
MATTEN

From eastern Switzerland into the big wide world: Stefan Forster from Wil near St. Gallen.

<<
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Flug ab: Hannover
  Frankfurt Hahn
  München
  Stuttgart

Termine: Freitag bis Montag
  8.12.17 und 12.1.-23.3.18

Aktivitäten:
Hundeschlitten, Rentierfarm, Mo-
torschlitten,Nordlichtsafari, Sami-
kultur, Schneeschuhwanderung als 
Bausteine buchbar.

Flug ab: HannoverFlug ab: Hannover
  Frankfurt Hahn  Frankfurt Hahn
  München  München
  Stuttgart  Stuttgart

Termine: Freitag bis MontagTermine: Freitag bis Montag
  8.12.17 und 12.1.-23.3.18  8.12.17 und 12.1.-23.3.18

Aktivitäten:Aktivitäten:
Hundeschlitten, Rentierfarm, Mo-Hundeschlitten, Rentierfarm, Mo-
torschlitten,Nordlichtsafari, Sami-torschlitten,Nordlichtsafari, Sami-
kultur, Schneeschuhwanderung als kultur, Schneeschuhwanderung als 
Bausteine buchbar.Bausteine buchbar.

Nordlicht
Wochenende
am Polarkreis

ab 699€

Alle Leistungen ausführlich auf:

nordlicht-wochenende.de

T: 03303-29 73 123 
Jetzt reservieren!

huskytrack

69 Aktuell

Text & Fotos
Verena und Georg Popp 

 

B u n t e  O u t d o o r - A c t i o n  i m  M o n a t s t a k t  s t a t t  l a n g w e i l i g e  R a u f a s e r !

Die neuen XXL-Kalender 2018 sind da! 

Powder
47 x 67 cm · 13 Photos · € 29,90

Best of Outdoor
67 x 47 cm · 13 Photos · € 29,90

Trail Running
67 x 47 cm · 13 Photos · € 29,90

Mountainbike
67 x 47 cm · 13 Photos · € 29,90

In vielen Globetrotter-Filialen 
erhältlich. Oder online bestellen 
unter www-mountain-elements.de 
oder www.globetrotter.de

Sämtliche 

Monatsfotos kannst 

du einsehen unter 

www.mountain-

elements.de

Best of Touring
67 x 47 cm · 13 Photos · € 29,90

Trail Running Mountainbike

Powder Best of Whitewater
47 x 67 cm · 13 Photos · € 29,90
Best of WhitewaterKlettern

47 x 67 cm · 13 Photos · € 29,90
Klettern Bouldern

47 x 67 cm · 13 Photos € 29,90



Ski-trekking at its 
finest: icy camping 
nights, lonely huts, 
steamy saunas and 
northern lights in 
Finnish Lapland.

S L E D -
D I N G 
INTO THE 
S A U N A

Text
Moritz Plehn

Photos
Roberto Mottola,  

Olaf Rämer & Leo Plehn
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IIt is 6.30 am, pitch-black and the alarm clock does not 
stop ringing. Where on earth is the persistent killer of 
my dreams hiding? I finally locate the thing deep inside 
my sleeping bag and stop its mechanical screeching. My 
body warmth has kept it alive through the night though, 
saving its batteries. Luckily, because over the last few 
days, it had trouble waking up after the cold night.
Today we want to get on our skis in good time. And want 
to outwit the temperatures, and above all to fire up the 
sauna in plenty of time at today’s goal destination. Or-
derly but slow, we crawl out of our warming layers and 
get ready for a long day along the Finnish-Russian board-
er. Heading south, we want to get to Anterinmukka and 
to a quaint wooden cabin in the Urho Kekkonen Nation-
al Park in the north of Finland – the queen’s stage. It is 
the highlight of our eleven-day tour through the loneli-
ness of the national park. It is hardly possible to go any 
further east or north in Europe.
We are Leo, Olaf, Roberto and Mo. Four friends, all in 
our late 20s, who have already had fun together pad-
dling in sea kayaks around the Croatian coastline and 
hiking through the Pyrenees and in the Norwegian 
Jotunheimen National Park. We came together because 
we love adventure off the beaten track. 
Until now, we have mostly travelled in summer and au-

tumn. It is our first time fighting together against ice, 
snow and the cold. Only Olaf and Roberto have done a 
winter tour before and that was in Hardangervidda and 
the Sarek National Park in Norway.
And now we're in the Urho Kekkonen National Park: The 
park was founded in 1983 to put nature and the habitat 
of the seminomadic Sami and their reindeer under pro-
tection. It is Finland’s second biggest national park and 
its vast wilderness provides many options for challeng-
ing, multiple-day ski tours. The annual average temper-
ature is below zero degrees – the lowest temperature of 
-40 degrees C is not uncommon in winter. So it is no 
surprise that a blanket of snow usually covers the area 
until mid May and the lakes of this region are not with-
out ice until June.

WINTER TOUR BEGINNERS

The national park boa sts a great system of self-con-
tained hiking huts which are financed by Finish tax mon-
ey. We are beginners at winter touring, so it seems like 
the perfect back-up plan if camping should not work out. 
It is going to be a 130 kilometre long round trip from 
civilisation to the Russian boarder. We get ready for a 
self-supporting tour with icy nights in our sleeping bags 

in tents. Our field kit is designed to suit the conditions 
and consists of two four-season tents, thick thermal mat-
tresses, seven litres of  petrol and several gas cartridges 
– also for melting snow. No chance of packing all this in 
backpacks, and so we use the traditional sleds: We put 
the luggage we need at night into sleds, and put choco-
late, muesli bars and a spare set of clothes into our day-
packs. 
It's the middle of March when we start our tour. The days 
are already longer than the nights and the temperatures 
are moderate, even north of the polar circle. In the win-
ter sports village of Saarislkä, narrow tracks lead us past 
the last houses and out into the wilderness. We glide 
through the snow softly. It is going nicely. The tracks left 
behind by other skiers are a few days old but no fresh 
snow has covered them up. For me, these are the first 
metres on skis and it feels good to follow the others in 
ready-made tracks. We connect up to our sleds using a 
harness similar to belt on a backpack. I hardly feel the 
30 kilograms I am pulling behind me. Maybe because 
the landscape is initially totally flat – or might even be 
a little down-hill. 

ALONE IN THE DEEP SNOW

The skiers in front of us obviously had other plans. After 
a few kilometres, the tracks turn in the wrong direction. 
We make our own track and end up in snow-covered 
hollows. The only sensible direction to take leads uphill 
so the sleds slow us down. It seems as if they just want 
to sink into the snow. With such  conditions, the skis also 
sink deep into the blanket of snow and can only be 
moved with great skill. Probably not a problem for a pro. 
As a beginner, I am frustrated.

4 friends, 
11 days, 

130 kilometres, 
not another soul 

around.

In moments like this, civilisation is very far away.

Roberto, Mo, Leo and Olaf from 
Berlin travelling through the 

Finish north with skis and sleds.

>>
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LA VAL PLUS

PREMIUM QUALITY ITALIAN LEATHER
CHROME AND HEAVY METAL FREE

Über  www.globetrotter.de erhältlich



Over a period of several minutes, we  move metre for 
metre. Looking back is disillusioning. So we disconnect 
our sleds for a while and help each other. We make some 
progress sliding, pushing and pulling. A 20 metre long 
rope proves to be useful: One person walks ahead and 
pulls one sled after the other from a good position. It is 
a wild slog through the snow and we are relieved when 
we find another track after a few hours and are able to 
glide along again. It will not be the last deep snow esca-
pade on this tour.
In comparison to central Europe, snow only falls when 
the ground is already frozen and the temperatures are 
below zero. Deep snow lives up to its name: fine powder 
all the way to the hip. In order to have a spot for our 
tents, the four of us shovel and trample snow for an hour 
until we have a firm compressed area. That's followed 
by the actual evening routine: pitching the tents, setting 
up the overnight camp, melting snow, making tea and 
finally cooking dinner. Of course not before taking pho-
tos of the northern lights and using the butter soft snow 
as a landing pit for adventurous acrobatic jumps. So, 
understandably, we do not go hypothermic. After a 
grinding day and the obligatory tent pitching procedure 
in the evening, we treat ourselves to a long night's sleep. 

The batteries in the alarm clock die at night because of 
the cold – but we do not mind.

EXPERIMENTS WITH SKIN

When we pack up the next day and set off, the temper-
ature is already above freezing. After our initial joy that 
we can have a day in shirt sleeves, we realise that the 
snow has frozen to clumps underneath our skis. We ex-
periment with the skins for our skis, scrape them clean 
regularly, and try different touring styles. Up to 15 cen-
timetres of a wet slush collects underneath our skis, it 
feels like a weight of ten kilograms. We are only able to 
make slow progress, become frustrated and finally fall 
for the charm of a hut on the side of the track. Honestly, 
who wants to dig a platform in the snow to pitch a tent? 
Instead, we enjoy the program of Finish culture: lighting 

Up to 15 centime-
tres of snow cling 
to our ski. It feels 

like a weight of 
ten kilograms. 

We need to take 
our skis off.

a fire and having a sauna.
We had set off with the intention to spend most of the 
nights in the tents and therefore have a correspondingly 
large amount of food and fuel with us. But after the first 
night in a wonderfully equipped hut, we decide other-
wise. An oven with a fire wood, gas stove and great 
sleeping areas are all standard. And there's the quaint 
atmosphere and even a sauna in two huts in the park. In 
comparison to mountain huts in the Alps, the Finish 
equivalents are not overcrowded. We extend our warm 
thanks to the Finish tax payers because the use of the 
huts is free of charge. 
Back to the queen’s stage: Having tamed the wild alarm 
clock, we pack up our equipment. Our breakfast of por-
ridge is cooking on the stove. We add chocolate drops 
and dry fruit. Tasty and nourishing. After the usual two 
hours spent fastening our luggage onto the sleds, we  go 
east. Unfortunately, even with an early start, we cannot 
outwit the weather. The snow clings to our skis 

Gentle undula-
tions dominate 
the landscape. 
Perfect terrain 
for ski-trekking.

Analogue 
refuge: No 
mobile recep-
tion and nature 
takes care of the 
entertainment. 

>>
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erfrischendes Bad?

Winter in 
Finnland

* Preisbsp. einfach Fahrt für 2-4 Pers., 
Innenkabine und PKW; buchbar bis 31.1.2018, 

Reisezeitraum: 15.1.-31.5.2018 (nach Verfügbarkeit). 
Alle Konditionen unter www.finnlines.de/globetrotter

Finnlines Deutschland GmbH, 
Einsiedelstr. 43-45, 23554 Lübeck, 

Geschäftsführer: Uwe Bakosch

Informationen und Buchung:
www.finnlines.de/globetrotter 

oder Tel. 0451/1507-443

Travemünde-Helsinki
 

2-4 Pers. inkl PKW & Kabine*
ab     348 €

Erleben Sie magische Polarlichter, 
gemütliche Ferienhäuser,  

ausgefallene Winter-Aktivitäten und 
nahezu Schneegarantie bis April.

Täglich von Travemünde nach
Helsinki und zurück!

Finnlines_Globetrotter_ET 14.11._70x300mm.indd   1 19.09.2017   13:39:12



Getting there
Ivalo is the most northern airport in Finland. Perfect for 
starting trekking tours in the Urho Kekkonen National 
Park. You can reach the winter sports village of 
Saariselkä by bus from the airport. From there, you will 
find a variety of hiking paths for day trips and 
multiple-day tours.

General
Except for the day tours, the paths are not signposted in 
winter. Navigation is your responsibility using a GPS, 
map and compass. Thanks to the dense  network of huts, 
newcomers to winter touring  can also find a suitable 
tour with several stops along the way. The dangers 
(change in weather, hypothermia, snow drifting) should 
not be underestimated. Depending on the snow 
situation, you can follow the tracks made by snowmo-
biles which supply the huts, and use them for 
orientation. 

Accommodation
There are self-catering “open” huts in the whole of the 
national park. They are free to use and are equipped 
with a wood-burning  stove, gas oven, a full woodshed 
and a privy. You leave it as clean as you found it. On 
www.retkikartta.fi, you find digital maps with the 
locations and information on the individual huts. There 
is the traditional legal concept of everyman’s right in 
Finland. That means you can sleep in a tent anywhere 
and be independent from the huts when you plan your 
journey, as long as you only stay one or two nights at 
any one place.

Orientation
The “Urho Kekkosen kansallispuisto” map in the 
1:50.000 scale which is  published by Calazo  offers a 
good overview of the area and is water- and tear-proof. 

GO ON YOUR OWN WINTER TOUR

again and we put on the skins. It feels like 
spring when we reach the patrol trails along 
the Russian boarder. The boarder guards –  at 
the external boarder of the EU – have created 
excellent paths with their snowmobiles. Be-
fore lunch we are able to cover quite a dis-
tance across frozen lakes and snow-covered 
forests. In the afternoon, temperatures rise 
above the freezing mark. Skiing is impossible. 
So we take off our skis, fasten them to our 
sleds and walk. Luckily, this strategy works 
quite well, the snowmobiles have compressed 
the snow well. 
With around five kilometres between us and 
our hut, it starts snowing heavily. It is difficult 
to navigate and as soon as we stop walking, 
we start to feel cold. What an abrupt change 
in weather compared to the morning.

DINNER HAS TO WAIT

For better orientation, we decide to travel on 
the frozen river, even if it means leaving the 
protection of the forest. An icy wind blows the 
snowflakes into our face. After a few kilo-
metres – it feels like eternity – we can see a 
little hut on the right bank of the river: the 
sauna. Fire wood is already prepared. We 
start lighting it, dinner has to wait.
We stand barefoot in the snow and pour 
warm water over ourselves. We're  surround-
ed by the silent Finnish forest, the stars shine 
above us, and on the horizon, the first north-
ern lights of the evening are swirling around. 
We decide to tackle the next days the same 
way: start early, burn off all our energy on 
skis during the day, and enjoy the hut atmos-
phere in the evening.
Our plan is reality. We celebrate the far north, 
the solitary days and our friendship. We 
spend three of the last five nights in quaint 
huts. A storybook winter tour at the very 
least. And we will not let Olaf and Roberto go 
into the cold alone again. <<

I TAKE 
WITH ME

EVERYTHING FOR YOUR 
 NEXT WINTER TOUR

28.37.93 239,95 €

(1) Back-country ski

21.37.34 29,95 €

(4) Thermos flask

18.70.41 88,90 €

(5) Functional underwear 

11.01.05 49,95 €

(7) Touring sled

28.06.75 74,90 €

(2) Functional underwear

19.64.55 399,90 €

(6) Dawn jacket

24.52.37 34,95 €

(3) Snow shovel

More equipment for your next winter 
tour on www.globetrotter.de>>

(1) The Fischer E99 Crown Xtralite is a popular 
back-country ski. In comparison to a cross-coun-
try ski, a back-country ski has steel edges. 
It gives you a better grip on ice.
  
(2) + (5) Merino wool is the unrivalled source 
of warmth for long winter tours. No matter how 
cold it is, the fabulous combination of Woolpow-
er Crewneck L/S 200 and Lite Long Johns keeps 
you warm.

(3) When setting up a overnight camp, the Black 
Diamond Lynx snow shovel is like a workaholic. 
Even when you hit  thick ice, it does not break. 
Real life insurance, far away from civilisation. 

(4) The Thermos King Bottle keep your drinks 
hot the whole day. You can fasten the thermos 
securely to the sled thanks to its sturdy handle.

(6) The expedition down  Mountain Equipment 
Vega Jacket is the perfect layer of warmth for the 
breaks. Important: Put it on before you cool down. 

(7) Paris The Expedition Sled 960 is a 
cost-benefit tip for handymen. Very simple, 
light and functional. You can transport a lot of 
equipment in appropriate packsacks which can 
be secured with your own rope system. 

Moritz Plehn (26) helps you find the right shoe 
for your tour at Globetrotter Berlin. His highlight 
from eleven days in Lapland: the  natural outdoor 
shower beneath the northern lights. 

Four Berliners and a Finnish guest sharing space in the hiking hut
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Die Aeon-Linie kombiniert cleanes, 
schlichtes Design mit robuster, 
zuverlässiger Qualität. Das Ergebnis ist 
ein vielfältiger Tagesrucksack, der dich 
bei verschiedensten Aktivitäten und 
bei jedem Abenteuer begleitet. Wähle 
Aeon und erkunde eine Welt voller 
unbegrenzter Möglichkeiten. 

AB SOFORT EXKLUSIV UND 
NUR BEI GLOBETROTTER 
ERHÄLTLICH.
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Beratung und Buchung: DAV Summit Club GmbH | Bergsteigerschule des Deutschen Alpenvereins | Am Perlacher Forst 186 | 81545 München | Telefon +49 89 64240-117 | www.dav-summit-club.de

1. Tag: Abflug von Frankfurt

2. Tag: Ankunft in Kathmandu

3. Tag: Fahrt nach Phedi | Trekking bis Dhampus

4. Tag: Dhampus – Landrung

5. Tag: Landrung – Gandrung – Tadapani

6. Tag: Tadapani – Ghorepani – Poonhill

7. Tag: Ghorepani – Hille

8. Tag: Trekking-Ende | Fahrt nach Pokhara

9. Tag: Fahrt nach Kathmandu

10. Tag: Individuelle Erkundungen: die Königsstädte

11. Tag: Rückflug nach Frankfurt

Als „Fahrtendienst“ 1957 ins Leben gerufen, verstand sich der DAV Summit Club von Anfang an als Dienstleister für Alpenvereinssektionen. Erste „Auslands-Kundfahrten“ 
  führten nach Südamerika und in das Annapurna-Gebiet in Nepal. Nach 60 Jahren vertrauensvoller Zusammenarbeit ist es uns eine Herzensangelegenheit, Ihnen einfach nur  
„Danke!“ zu sagen. Mit einer Trekking-Reise zu Vorzugspreisen in den Annapurna Himal zu Füßen mächtiger Achttausender. 

IM REISEPREIS ENTHALTEN
Deutsch sprechender einheimischer Kultur- und Bergwanderführer • Air India Flüge ab/bis Frankfurt über Delhi 
nach Kathmandu und zurück, inklusive Flughafengebühren und 23 kg Freigepäck • 3 × Hotel***** im DZ, 1 ×  Hotel/
Gäste haus** im DZ, 5 × einfache Lodge im DZ • Halbpension, 2 × nur Frühstück • Busfahrten laut  Programm •   
Gepäcktransport auf dem Trekking durch Träger, 13 kg Freigepäck • Versicherungen • U.v.m.

  ab/bis Frankfurt nur € 1399,– 
10 Termine (je 11 Tage)
Starttage: 04.12. | 11.12.2017 und 22.01. | 29.01. | 05.02 |  
07.05. | 14.05. | 21.05. | 17.09. | 24.09.2018

Detailliertes Tagesprogramm unter: 
www.davsc.de/hitop60

Persönliche Beratung: +49 89 64240-117

	Technisch leichte Bergwanderungen, 11 Tage
	Lodge-Trekking zu Füßen von Annapurna und Machapuchare
	Moderate Gehzeiten und verträgliche Übernachtungshöhen
	Wanderung durch das Gurung-Bergbauernland
	Blick auf drei Achttausender von Dhaulagiri bis zum Manaslu
	Zeit für die Weltkulturerbestätte im Kathmandu-Tal
	Gipfelmöglichkeit: Poonhill, 3194 m

NEPAL-TREKKING  
IM ANNAPURNAGEBIET
Unser Exklusiv-Angebot zum 60sten-Firmenjubiläum.

AKTIONSPREIS 

NUR € 1399,–* 
*nur solange Vorrat reicht

DAVSC_Globetrotter_230x300_OKT_RZ.indd   1 10.10.17   10:29

DIE NEUE YUKON-SERIE VON TATONKA
www.tatonka.com/yukon
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AEROX GTX® MID Ws  |  All Terrain Sport    www.lowa.de    

RUNDUM-SORGLOS-PAKET FÜR JEDES WETTER.
LUFTIG LEICHT UND MULTIFUNKTIONAL BIS INS DETAIL.

LOWAZS-17-007_ADs_Globetrotter_08_AeroxGTXMIDWs_230x300_RZ.indd   1 26.09.17   11:05

www.sigma-foto.de

www.facebook.com/SIGMAFoto

Kompakt, leicht und 
vielseitig einsetzbar, 
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grees, inside you will notice nothing at a 
“cosy” zero degrees. That's thanks to its excel-
lent insulating and soundproofing properties. 
But all this work for one night? When you hit 
lucky with the weather (preferably a long 
time with sub-zero temperatures), find a safe 
location (little wind and exposure to sun) and 
keep looking after it, you can use your igloo 
for longer than a weekend getaway.

THE PREPARATION

The most important ingredient for an igloo is 
of course the snow. The chances of having 
enough building material in wintertime in the 
Harz Mountains are not that bad, especially 
on the weather side of the Brocken which 
benefits from regular and heavy precipitation 
(up to 1,600 mm per year). The map on the 
next page shows the conditions in the rest of 
Germany. 
When you have found the right spot (respect 
private property and national park 

Minutes of the meeting 
Philip Baues

W
hen a winter hike goes 
into extra time, it does 
not only make children’s 
hearts beat faster. Extra 
time starts when every-

body else is well on their way back home.
That is not absolutely true however, because 
an igloo build starts before dusk due to the 
fact that the playing field – to stick to the im-
age of soccer – needs to be checked out earlier 
so that the snow house will be ready in time.
So an igloo is not something for a spontane-
ous night out in the forest in winter; it takes 
time to build, it's exhausting work, and if you 
do not do the planning properly, you will defi-
nitely not have enough room inside. So, is all 
the effort even worth it? Definitely! A night 
inside an igloo is a big adventure. Creating 
your own refuge in nature does not only make 
a little adventurer proud. Even the most de-
manding house builders will be very satisfied 
with their igloo: Even when the world outside 
comes to an apparent end at minus 20 de-

Five months of frost and a lot of precipi-
tation: The Harz Mountains are the per-

fect terrain for a night in an igloo.

There are no documents to confirm whether Hes-
sian-born Rolf Becker moved to the Harz mountains 
because of the tough winters. But it's a fact that the 
manager of Globetrotter's Torfhaus store knows how 
to build an igloo – he was only five years old when 
he spent his first night in the snow. 

BUILDING MATERIALS
Dig a hole in front of the entrance, stand inside and 

cut out blocks moving as you go towards the centre of 

the igloo. You need approx. 50 blocks in total which 

are 60 cm wide, 45 cm high and 20 cm thick. The ditch 

you create will later be the entrance tunnel. Cut down 

a total of 90cm to create the entrance tunnel (the 

height of two stacked blocks), but only down 45cm  

(depth of one block) in the actual igloo area.

BASIC WALLING
As the igloo will be built in the shape of a 
spiral snail-shell, the first four blocks need 
to form a gradual leaning slope and are 
therefore cut at an angle. Carefully set out 
the first foundation row and lean the 
blocks (approx. 15°) to the inside. Put an 
especially wide block across the entrance 
tunnel.

CLOSE THE TOP
The lowest row already needs to lean in 
slightly, otherwise you will not create the 
dome. The higher the igloo grows, the 
more the blocks need to lean into the cent-
re. Simply place the last block on top of 
the opening and work on it from the inside 
with a saw until it fits nicely. 

CONSTRUCTION SITE
Mark out a construction site in the 
deep snow. A 2 m diameter is good 
for a 2 person igloo, plan for an 
entrance tunnel (2.5 m long; 1.5 m 
wide) in front. Flatten down the base 
area firmly with snow shoes, wait 20 
min, then tramp down again wearing 
normal boots.

1

T H E 
SNOW HOUSE
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#1
BUILDING AN IGLOO 

2 3 4

Reward for all the trouble: A storm-proof 
refuge beneath a winter’s starry sky.
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boarders!), you only need a snow saw, a good 
amount of perseverance and hot drinks.
The snow should ideally be at least half a me-
tre thick. North of the Weisswurst equator, 
most igloo builders will not be so lucky. But 
even if you do not have so much snow, by 
using a big square-shaped container, you can 
make and stabilize your own building blocks. 
The location should be flat. The floor plan of 
an igloo is a circle. Using a ski stick and a 
strap, mark out a circle in the snow. It is a 
good idea to then lie down in your circle to 
check the size because it will not be possible 
to build an extension later on. A diameter of 
around two metres is a practical size for hob-
by igloo builds. Stamp down the snow flat on 
the site where you are going to build it so that 
the walls will be on a solid foundation which 
will not give way.

STEP BY STEP

The snow blocks should be approx. 60 cm long, 
45 cm high and 20 cm thick. Note that one 
block will therefore weigh around 20 kilos!
First set the bottom row of blocks along the 
baseline. It is important to already place the 
first row to lean inwards (about 15°) – that's 

they create a slanting wall gradually increas-
ing in height.
When you only have a little lookout left at the 
top, you make the roof block. That is cut to 
be a little bit bigger than the hole and placed 
on top from the outside. The person inside 
shapes the block until it snugly fits the hole.
When all blocks have then been carefully 
coated with snow on the inside and outside 
so as not to move any more, you can free any 
“prisoner” who may be walled into the igloo. 
The entrance is then cut into the igloo wall 
you built as low as possible and  protected 
with a wind tunnel.
And then? You will surely be dog-tired. Foot-
ball players get into a cold barrel of water 
with ice after a game as it helps regenerate 
the muscles… so crawl into your igloo and 
sleep well! <<

Safety in snow, nature protection & co – the most 
important information about building an igloo.

ICE ICE BABY

Depth of snow: 
Of course the flat north of 
Germany usually gets less 
snow than elsewhere, but 
even from the stores in 
Hamburg and Berlin, you can 
travel to the next snow hole 
within about three hours.

Nature protection 
Tourism is quite restricted in 
the 14 German national 
parks, you need to stick to 
the paths. Other protected 
areas often allow more 

activity. Find an overview at 
the Federal Agency for 
Nature Conservation: www.
bfn.de/karten.html

Outdoor activity 
companies
If you do not want to do the 
hard work yourself or are 
seeking professional guidance, 
you will find some activity 
companies online. Starting 
point for survival courses in the 
Harz Mountains: www.
adrenalintours.de.

Tools
It usually takes more people 
to build an igloo than 
actually fit inside it. 
Everything is easier with tool 
kits like Q-Iglu or the Icebox 
Igloo Tool. You will also find 
everything you need when 
building an igloo – from the 
snow saw to the right clothes 
and the thermos flask for the 
hot tea – on www.
globetrotter.de or in one of 
the 12 stores. 
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the only way the blocks can support each oth-
er and finally carry the weight of the dome. 
Many igloos fail because they have been built 
with sides which are too steep. The blocks are 
joined together by gently patting them down 
one by one and  grouting the joints with snow 
as you go. If there is not enough snow for you 
to plan for an entrance tunnel (see sketch), 
one person will be walled into the igloo when 
you build. The walls of an igloo should be 
built like a spiral snail shell, so you need to 
cut the first four blocks at an angle so that 

Who needs a 
gym? Igloo 

builders don't!

64
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A setting like in a movie – close to the 
Schrammsteine.

Text & Photos: 
Ralf Gantzhorn & Michael Neumann

CHERRY PICKING
IN SAXONY

Wonderful hiking along the award-winning
 Malerweg trail and its other adventurous tracks 

– Germany can be so pretty.
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»“So, what about another Eibauer?” Miss Schubert, the 
friendly landlord of the “Hocksteinschänke” smiles at me and I cannot 
resist temptation. I mean, I definitely deserve another dark beer today. 
After a hearty meal, we sit on the terrace of the restaurant, relaxing in 
the evening sun. We have completed the second stage of the Malerweg 
trail – for logistic reasons, we turned it into a round trip. Slowly, the 
first banks of fog begin to rise from the fields in front of the Lilienstein, 
and the silhouette of the giant table mountain seems to float above the 
landscape like a stony ship in the sea of clouds. A soothing calmness 
dominates the ambience. A calmness we missed today due to a great 
deal of hiking, a calmness we could not expect. I had promised the 
classic – the Bastei – to Christiane and Klaus, newcomers to the Elbsand-
stein. With its view to the Elbe Valley, it has been photographed a mil-
lion times, the photo  is in every picture book of Germany and is part 

of general education. 
We strolled through the Bastei forest towards Wehlgrund, which was 
followed by one of those changes of landscapes typical of Saxon Swit-
zerland: first, a harmless stroll through fertile fields and autumnal beech 
groves, and suddenly, without any warning – wow! – the dizzy view 
from a rocky plateau way down into a deep gorge, framed by quaint 
spruces, birch trees and heather. My two companions hold hands, dare 
to move one step further and are visually impressed. “My goodness, 
how romantic!”, sighs Christiane. “Wait for it, we will soon be going 
downhill into a horrible gorge!” I am joking, shortly afterwards we are 
just about to descend into the Schwedenlöcher. You need to use all your 
imagination to believe that once, the locals from the surrounding vil-
lages sought shelter in the area away from the soldiers of the Swedish 
king Gustav Adolf during the Thirty Years’ War. Nowadays, lots of Jap-
anese tourists walk around the area taking the dark narrow gorge under 
flash-light fire. 
From the placid Amsel Lake, we make our way up the endless steps 
towards the Bastei. Just before we reach Neurathen Castle, we take a 
detour to the left through the gate in the rock at Tiedgestein to >>

Germany’s most famous stack of rocks and unparalleled tourist magnet: the Bastei above Rathen. 

The route  
through the Elbe 
Sandstone 
Mountains is 
always a surprise: 
it includes 
everything from 
excruciatingly 
narrow to wide 
and lofty.
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treat ourselves to the first mighty view down to the River Elbe. And, 
unbelievably, we are alone. Just behind the fence which is intended to 
stop a shivering hiker from the fall into the abyss, there is an exposed 
climbing route which leads rock climbers from the foot of the Bastei on 
a very exposed route to the cave of Vehmhöhle and the watch tower. It 
is definitely not for the faint-hearted, and as far as I can judge from 
Christiane’s widened pupils, it is a good idea to keep to the safe paths. 
So, up the last steps we go, bravely facing the international oncoming 
walkers, and off into the crowd on  Bastei bridge. And although the 
scenery reminds us of the Italian weekend at the Oktoberfest, it is still 
all magnificent, spookily-beautiful, impressively airy, profoundly scary 
and, as Christiane soon says, “… absolutely romantic!”. 
“Impressive, right?” The old gentleman next to us comes from Saxony. 
And he is proud. Did we know that the Bastei bridge anno 1851 was the 
first construction in Europe especially made for tourists? We did not. 

However, ever since we have stood up on it enjoying the view, we un-
derstand why it is still THE landmark of the Elbe Sandstone Mountains, 
a landscape which has become the paragon of romance ever since 
Caspar David Friedrich’s famous painting “Wanderer above the Sea of 
Fog”. 

SANDSTONE MEETS VIA FERRATA

The second Eibauer is already in front of me. Klaus is already at the 
third one and quickly pays a compliment to Miss Schubert for her 
legendary fried potatoes. “Tomorrow will be quieter,” I promise. “and 
(with a side glance to Christiane) romantic!” 
The landscape at the greatest rock massifs of Saxony Switzerland – 
the Affensteinen and the Schrammsteinen – is much less crowded. 
The scarily steep bastions  of rock tower up to 150 metres high above 

Fortress above a sea of fog – the 
Königstein is the perfect attraction for 
bad weather days. 

a “Monument Valley” which is overgrown with forest. Along 
this stage of the Malerweg trails, we want to take a detour 
along what is probably the most exciting path in the Central 
German Uplands: over a distance of one and a half kilometres, 
the Obere Affenstein promenade runs through the pinnacles 
and towers of the fissured Affensteine at a level of half their 
height. The usual approach is via the Untere Affenstein prom-
enade but we were inspired by the Saxon free climbers and 
wanted to do a bit of climbing, too. Not with a rope and climb-
ing shoes but at least on the Häntzschel stairs, quite an ex-
posed via ferrata. It meets up with the Obere Affenstein prom-
enade from below. If you suffer from vertigo, you either need 

to recover from an attack quickly or expect fifteen minutes of 
horror. The adventurous path leads up a series of ladders, 
metal brackets and wire ropes. If you still want more on the 
promenade, you can keep climbing on the Lange Horn, a dis-
tinctive group of three towers. It is jaw-dropping, even for an 
alpine mountaineer like me. First, you need to reach the back  
of a dark and wet gorge. Metal rungs then lead vertically  – 
with overhangs –  more than 20 metres up and out of a narrow 
chimney. I cursed when I realised that with a backpack on 
your back and a camera around your neck, you can neither 
go up nor – always comforting – back down. Hanging on with 
one hand, I can already see my name written on a memorial 
plaque “sponsored by Nikon” at the foot of the rock. Then 
there is finally an ugly noise and I am able to squeeze myself 
to the viewing platform. 
Pretty impressed by the Saxon version of  “steps”, we climb 
the Obere Affenstein promande from the back and follow it 
east. At roughly half their height, we hike up and down  from 
one rocky area to the next. Sometimes it's the steep walls with 
their quirky structures above which fascinate us, sometimes 
the thin mixed forest offers breathtaking views of the towers 
below us. A harmonious chaos of dark sandstone with the 
most diverse vegetation  clinging on to it adventurously. 
Not much later on and we arrive at the Ida grotto at Frien-
stein. It is so large that it was used as housing during the dark 
age. Nowadays, caves are no longer trendy in Saxony but they 
are more than welcome as a sturdy roof above the hiker’s 
head. A native Saxon refers to sleeping underneath a rock as 
“Boofen”, another charming tradition which could not 

Caspar David Fried-
rich made the Elbe 
Sandstone famous 
with his pictures.
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even be stopped in times when access restrictions and land adjust-
ment were occurring. Even the national park administration agrees, 
saying: “As an exception and in recognition of the tradition of climb-
ing sports in Saxony, it is allowed to camp overnight at 58 marked 
camping spots (boofen) when the overnight stay is connected to rock 
climbing. All official boofen areas are marked as such.” Hikers had 
better keep enjoying their warm guesthouse beds. 

A HIKING FAIRY TALE

For the third day, we chose a version of the fifth stage of the Maler-
weg trail. But in reverse direction. Another advantage of the most 
beautiful German long-distance hiking trail is that you can do it in 
stages, in both directions, pick the cherries you want, and, depending 
on your time limit, take detours off to the right or left of the main 
path. For many years now, I have regarded the Malerweg more the 
less as a golden thread with bows off one way or the next instead of 
it being a rigid route at the end of which you receive a medal. 
This day finally leads us to the quiet and remote, fairytale-like part 
of Saxon Switzerland. The starting point is Schmilka on the Czech 
boarder which is free of kilometre-long queues because border checks 
no longer exist – you can now find the queues at petrol stations and 
odds-and-ends shops a few kilometres up the river. The Wurzelweg 
trail takes us steeply uphill, so Klaus already begins to groan. After 
turning off into Falkoniergrund, we dive deep into the magical world 
of rock forests. On the left, the narrow, 40-metre-high Falkner towers, 
home to rock climbers pursuing the sport here for more than 100 
years. Behind that, the backdrop of the mighty Rauschenstein at a 
height of 80 metres, its satellite tower – the Winkler tower –  appears 
cheeky out of the sea of forestation like a shark's fin . 
“Do you remember the old Czech fairy tale movies?” asks Christiane. 
“It looks exactly like them here!” We signal our agreement, and while 
we imagine King Thrushbeard appearing behind the moss-covered 
rock, we arrive at the start of the Rotkehlchensteige, an ascent which 
demands our full concentration. It starts with chicken ladders at the 
lower part, we need to make sure we step on the rungs and not on 
the air in between. Further up, it leads across stony steps into a 
wonderful contorted world of small gorges and terraces, offering 

Worth considering the Malerweg trail in winter – because there are many 
warm guest houses along the way.

>>* This picture does not show a proper via ferrata set but an improvised climbing protection made by a climbing harness and sling runners. This does NOT meet the 

safety standards and can lead to severe injuries in case of a fall. The editors apologize for publishing this photo in the print issue and strongly emphasise that a 

regular via ferrata set is required for such passages. 

THIS IS NOT THE COR-

RECT WAY TO BELAY*

CAUTION! 

MISTAKE!
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surprising views into the distance and all the way to the Zirkelstein, 
which stands above the flat fields on the left bank of the Elbe river 
like a knight’s castle in a model railway landscape. Time and time 
again, we stand still, speechless in amazement. “Save up a bit of your 
excitement,” I recommend, because I know it will be needed soon at 
Carolafels. And indeed: As soon as we reach the highest peak, even 
Klaus – usually quite down-to-earth – starts raving: “Oh wow, a picture 
as if painted by Caspar David Friedrich! Incredibly beautiful!” At our 
feet, the basin of the Großer Dom with the Domwächter, in the back-
ground the Schrammsteine and the supreme 100-metre-high Falken-
stein, all in a sea resembling a Transylvanian forest – and we are on 
our own in the middle of it all. We dream away almost two hours so I 
finally have to insist it’s time to leave.  
It is still a long way to the Großer Winterberg, our next destination. 
There is a restaurant up there, and as Klaus is already hungry again, 
we do not need to motivate him much. We stroll past impressive view-
points and through thin blueberry forests, walking past the “Flucht-
wand” and the “Wenzelwand” and up to the highest point of today’s 
hike at 552 metres. A little bit later and we are already studying the 

menu in the comfortable restaurant. We fill up our glycogen and liquid 
reserves with tasty cabbage pasta and fresh wheat beer. The restaurant 
on Großen Winterberg is one of several old restaurants in Saxon Swit-
zerland which was build in the mid 9th century to cater to emerging 
tourism and which was already well connected to a network of paths 
back then. Those who you could afford it back then rented several 
sedan chair bearers so they could enjoy the beauty without sweating 
themselves. Given my bad knees, I wish some would appear for me. 
But we need to master the situation alone. Luckily, gravity is on our 
side when we descend the  400 metres of altitude down to the Elbe 
river. Finally, THE most beautiful long-distance view of the Elbe Sand-
stone Mountains is waiting for us at “Kipphornaussicht”, another pic-
ture-book approved viewing point. It is simply perfect: the river, the 
rocks, the forests. After a few minutes of silence, Christiane sums up 
the wholeness of the moment and the overwhelming mood: “Kids 
– romantic, so wild and romantic!” And I am considering re-training 
from a photographer to a painter.  

400 metres up hill, 
400 metres
 back down.

COMING SOON: 
THE FORSTSTEIG

The Forststeig, which opens in 2018, adopts  a totally differ-
ent concept to the Malerweg trail. The idea already sounds 
exciting: “Development of a multiple-day, trekking and 
discovery trail  well off the beaten track which criss-crosses 
the border at the left side of the Elbe river in the Elbe 
Sandstone Mountains.” If you want to know more, read 
the following: www.sansteinblogger.de/2017/05/forst-
steig-elbsandstein-testwanderung/. One of the 20 chosen 
test hiking teams  report on their trekking tour far away 
from hoards of tourist . Happening soon in Germany. 

Is it because of the tram that takes 
you from Bad Schandau to the 
Kornitzsch valley that you always 
feel as if you are in an XXL model 
railway landscape?

If you prefer day trips from a base camp, stay in 
Bad Schandau. 
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THROUGH SAXON SWITZERLAND ALONG THE MALERWEG TRAIL 

Best time
Spring and autumn. It is sometimes very hot in 
summer and in winter, snow and ice  can turn the paths 
into dangerous icy places.

Time needed
Between 8 and 10 days. Or in two stages on two long 
weekends?

Character
Diversified Central German Uplands hike through the 
wild and romantic landscape of Saxon Switzerland. The 
Malerweg never really overfaces a hiking newcomer 
in terms of height gain  and distances walked. And it 
always ends up in civilisation where you can choose 
from a wide range of accommodation and restaurants. 
If you want more, you can extend the Malerweg with 
many interesting variations to the left and right of the 
main path. 

Difficulty level
Moderate multiple-day tour which requires fitness and 
sure-footedness on some stages. Valleys and gorges 
are surprisingly steep at the Elbe Sandstone Mountains 
and some passages can only be overcome with the 
help of ladders.

Height gained along the route
Approx.. 4,500 metres

Stages
1st stage: Pirna – Wehlen, 4 h, 200 mih*, 11.5 km
2nd stage: Wehlen – Hohnstein, 5.0 h, 550 mih, 
ascent, 10.5 km
3rd stage: Hohnstein – Altendorf, 5.0 h, 450 mih, 14 km
4th stage: Altendorf – Neumannmühle, 6.0 h, 640 mih, 
17.6 km
5th stage: Neumannmühle – Schmilka, 6.0 h, 750 mih, 
13.6 km
6th stage: Schmilka – Gohrisch, 7.0 h, 830 mih, 16.7 km

7th stage: Gohrisch – Weißig, 7.0 h, 
680 mih, 15.4 km
8th stage: Weißig – Pirna, 4.0 h, 730 
mih, 12.4 km
*metres in height

Accommodation
Along the way, you can find guest-
houses and hotels everywhere. It 
is recommended to book the tour 

including accommodation and luggage transfer at 
the travel agent. Wikinger Reise, for example, offers 
individual package deals for the Malerweg trail from 
648 euros for 8 days. 

Food and Beverages
Take along a snack for the hike and fill up your water 
bottle in the morning. There are a variety of choices for 
dinner at the evening locations. 

Guides and maps
The Leporello hiking map “Malerweg” in the scale of 
1:25,000 includes route maps, details of leisure desti-
nations and tips for stops along the Malerweg  
(4.95 €). The 140-page-Kompass hiking guide 
Malerweg includes GPX data and a removable map 
(27.75.86, 14.99 €).

Information
The number one address for information, equipment 
rental and tips about the Elbe Sandstone Mountains is 
the Aktiv Zentrum, Markt 1-11, 01814 Bad Schandau, 
Email: aktiv@bad-schandau.de.

If you want to experience the region with like-mind-
ed people, join the 2nd Globetrotter hiking days 
from the 21st – 23rd of September 2018. Several 
guided hikes and many workshops will show you the 
Elbe Sandstone Mountains at its best. Apply from 
May on www.globetrotter.de/wandertage.

Is this still Germany? The fabulous Malerweg trail came a fabulous third place in last year’s 
Globetrotter Magazin readers’ vote on the world’s 50 most beautiful travel destinations. Congratulations!
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www.volkswagen.de/allspace

Der neue Tiguan Allspace.  
Mit flexiblem Raumangebot und bis zu 7 Sitzen. 
Das Schönste an Abenteuern? Sie mit mehr Leuten teilen zu können! Im neuen Tiguan 
Allspace geht dies mit bis zu 7 Personen1, 2. Und dank der mobilen Online-Dienste von  
Car-Net2 können Sie auch noch mehr Menschen an Ihren Erlebnissen teilhaben lassen.

Wir bringen die Zukunft in Serie.

Bereit für Abenteuer.  
Mit bis zu 7 Abenteurern.

Abbildung zeigt Sonderausstattung gegen Mehrpreis. R-Line setzt zu einem späteren Zeitpunkt ein. Ihr Volkswagen Partner berät Sie gern.  
1Die 3. Sitzreihe ist für Passagiere bis max. 1,60 Meter geeignet. 2Optionale Sonderausstattung. 
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Sie liegen uns am Herzen 
Bei uns können Sie sicher sein, dass Sie ein angenehmer Flug 
erwartet. Die KLM-Mitarbeiter helfen Ihnen gerne – immer und 
überall. Erleben Sie selbst, was guter Service ist - klm.de
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IDENTITY – LEDER MIT
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Ein Schuh so unverwechselbar  
wie ein Fingerabdruck –  
Rückverfolgbarkeit des  
verwendeten Oberleders
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www.marmot.eu

PROBABLY THE 
BEST INSULATION 

OUT THERE

Die Marmot Featherless-Isolierung wurde in Zusammenarbeit mit 3MTM ThinsulateTM entwickelt und besteht 
aus losem Isolationsmaterial, das dafür entwickelt wurde tierische Daune zu imitieren.

> Bessere Wärmeleistung als Daune bei Feuchtigkeit
> Pflegeleicht & maschinenwaschbar

> Bluesign® zertifiziertes Material

Marmot Featherless Hoody
Farbe: 200 Denim
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